Development of spatiotemporal receptive fields of simple cells: II. Simulation and analysis.
In part I of this article a correlation based model for the developmental process of spatiotemporal receptive fields has been introduced. In this model the development is described as an activity-dependent competition between four types of input from the lateral geniculate nucleus onto a cortical cell, viz. non-lagged ON and OFF and lagged ON and OFF inputs. In the present paper simulation results and a first analysis are presented for this model. We study the developmental process both before and after eye-opening and compare the results with experimental data from reverse correlation measurements. The outcome of the developmental process is determined mainly by the spatial and the temporal correlations between the different inputs. In particular, if the mean correlation between non-lagged and lagged inputs is weak, receptive fields with a widely varying degree of direction selectivity emerge. However, spatiotemporal receptive fields may show rotation of their preferred orientation as a function of response delay. Even if the mean correlation between two types of temporal input is not weak, direction-selective receptive fields may emerge because of an intracortical interaction between different cortical maps. In an environment of moving lines or gratings, direction-selective receptive fields develop only if the distribution of the directions of motion presented during development shows some anisotropy. In this case, a continuous map of preferred direction is also shown to develop.